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Abstract: The strategy of applying fluorine NMR to char-

acterize ligand binding to a membrane protein prepared
with mixtures of tryptophans substituted with F at differ-

ent positions on the indole ring was tested. The 19F NMR
behavior of 4-, 5-, 6-, and 7-fluorotryptophan were directly

compared as a function of both micellar environment and

fragment size for two overlapping apelin receptor (AR/
APJ) segments; one with a single transmembrane (TM)

helix and two tryptophan residues, the other with three
TM helices and two additional tryptophan residues. Chem-

ical shifts, peak patterns, and nuclear spin relaxation rates
were observed to vary as a function of micellar conditions
and F substitution position in the indole ring, with the ex-

posure of a given residue to micelle or solvent being the
primary differentiating factor. Titration of the 3-TM AR seg-
ment biosynthetically prepared as a mixture of 5- and 7-
fluorotryptophan-containing isoforms by two distinct pep-

tide ligands (apelin-36 and apela-32) demonstrated site-
specific 19F peak intensity changes for one ligand but not

the other. In contrast, both ligands perturbed 1H–15N

HSQC peak patterns to a similar degree. Characterization
of multiple fluorotryptophan types for a given set of tryp-

tophan residues, thus, significantly augments the potential
to apply 19F NMR to track otherwise obscure modulation

of protein conformation and dynamics without an explicit
requirement for mutagenesis or chemical modification.

19F NMR spectroscopy has a long history of application for bio-

molecular characterization, with three key advantages: (i) high
sensitivity and wide chemical shift range; (ii) an almost com-

plete absence in biological systems, leading to a lack of back-
ground signals; and, (iii) the potential to employ 1D experi-

ments, allowing for decreased experiment times relative to

triple-resonance experiments.[1] In triple-resonance studies,
chemical shift overlap in large proteins may prove intractable,

even with sparse labeling.[2] Conversely, 19F NMR can provide
quantitative distance restraints in systems of this nature[3] and

track changes in conformation and dynamics that are either
undetectable or confounded by signal overlap in triple-reso-

nance experiments.[4]

19F NMR has been highly valuable in studies of a-helical

membrane proteins. Notably, in the study of G protein-coupled
receptors (GPCRs), ligand-induced changes in structure, dy-
namics, and conformational sampling have been made unique-

ly accessible through 19F NMR.[5] Here, we employ two overlap-

ping fragments of a class A GPCR, the apelin receptor (AR or
APJ): AR55, comprising the extracellular N-terminal tail and first

transmembrane (TM) segment (residues 1–55), and AR TM1-3,
spanning the N-terminal tail and first three TM segments (resi-
dues 1–138) (Figure 1). The structure, backbone dynamics, and
topology of AR55 have been comprehensively characterized in
a variety of membrane-mimetic micellar environments,[6] with
TM1-3 studied in a more preliminary manner.[7]

Tryptophan is a valuable probe of protein conformation, dy-

namics, and intermolecular interactions. The typically low rela-

tive abundance,[3, 4c] or complete absence,[4a] of Trp in proteins
leads to an inherent sparseness of probe positions coupled

with the potential for site-specific probe introduction by muta-
genesis. In membrane proteins, further value comes from the

long-recognized propensity of Trp to be positioned at the
membrane-water interface,[8] with the corresponding potential
to employ Trp to probe changes in protein stability and/or

report on intermolecular interactions occurring proximal to
this interface.

Facilitating combination of the benefits of 19F NMR with
those of Trp residues as probes, Escherichia coli readily take up

4-, 5-, 6-, or 7-fluoroindole precursors for flurorotryptophan
biosynthesis (4F-, 5F-, 6F-, or 7F-Trp, respectively; positions de-

noted in Figure 1).[3, 9] In the case of AR55 and AR TM1-3, yields
of 2–25 mg of purified protein per liter of 15N and 19F-indole
supplemented minimal medium were achieved. For either AR

fragment, supplementation with 7-fluoroindole was the least
perturbing to protein production while 4-fluoroindole consis-

tently led to suboptimal yields, suggesting possible toxicity.
High biosynthetic F-Trp incorporation (>95 %) was apparent in

all cases, evidenced by an absence of Trp He1-Ne1 cross-peaks

in 1H–15N HSQC experiments resulting from replacement to a
given F-Trp containing Ne at 0.4 % 15N natural abundance (Fig-

ure S1).
Based on 1H–15N HSQC peak patterns, incorporation of F-Trp

appears minimally perturbing to either AR fragment (Fig-
ure S1). Much more variation is apparent for AR55 between do-

Figure 1. AR fragments employed (AR55, blue, residues 1–55 and TM1-3, res-
idues 1–137) shown in relation to entire apelin receptor (AR) with transmem-
brane (TM) domains denoted. Tryptophans are red, with fluorotryptophan
substitution sites (4–7) illustrated in inset.
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decylphosphocholine (DPC) and sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)
micellar conditions, despite very similar TM domain structuring,

topology, and backbone dynamics in each micelle.[6b] Corre-
spondingly, AR55 backbone amide 1H and 15N chemical shift

perturbations localize to residues in proximity to W24 and W51
residues (D23, K25, S26, L50 and T52, from prior assignments ;[6]

Figure S1). Hence, biosynthetic F-Trp incorporation appeared
minimally perturbing to overall protein structure for each AR
fragment.

Each F-Trp type gave distinct 19F NMR spectroscopic behav-
ior, both in terms of chemical shift range and peak pattern. In
all cases, the observed shielding consistently increased from
6F- to 4F- to 5F- to 7F-Trp (Figure 2). This deviates from behav-

ior reported for a single buried Trp in a globular protein,
where the relative shielding of 4F- versus 6F-Trp was re-

versed.[3] Overlapping 4F-, 5F- and 6F-Trp 19F chemical shift

ranges have also been reported in globular proteins.[10] Hence,
F-Trp 19F NMR behavior appears quite context-dependent.

In AR55, although 1H–15N HSQC peak patterns differ distinct-
ly between micelle types (Figure S1), 19F NMR spectra exhibited

only minor perturbation between micelles (Figure 2). 19F NMR
spectroscopy, therefore, provides a more readily interpretable

probe of localized perturbations at Trp sites versus the 1H–15N
HSQC, which is convoluted by both local (e.g. , individual reso-

nance perturbation) and global (e.g. , varying convolution by
overlap with resonances of other residues) effects even in this

relatively simple single TM-helix membrane protein fragment.

Using site-directed mutagenesis, 19F chemical shift assign-
ment was straightforward through comparison of 1D 19F NMR
spectra of W24F AR55[11] and W95Y AR TM1-3 mutants to wild-
type (Figure S2, with assignments annotated in Figure 2). To

unambiguously assign chemical shifts, 1D 19F spectra were col-
lected for isoforms of each mutant substituted with one F-Trp

type. For future studies, non-overlapping F-Trp isoform mix-

tures (vide infra) would streamline assignment. Chemical shift
assignment makes it clear that different F-Trp types have dis-

tinct peak overlap patterns and ordering of peak positions. Fol-
lowing from context-dependent F-Trp behavior in globular

proteins,[10] membrane-mimetic conditions (e.g. , AR55 in DPC
versus SDS micelles) and protein construct (e.g. , 6F-Trp in

AR55 versus TM1-3) both appear to modulate F-Trp 19F NMR

behavior differently and unpredictably for a given F-Trp type.
In contrast to chemical shift behavior, linewidths for a given

Trp site relative to the other(s) in a given protein were consis-
tent both between F-Trp types and between conditions

(Figure 2). This followed the trend, from broadest to narrowest,
of W85&W95 > W51 > W24. To test for potential inherent

spin relaxation differences and sensitivity to both environment

and motion between the four F-Trp types, T1 and T2 spin relax-
ation time constants were measured (Figure 3). Each F-Trp

type exhibits distinct relaxation behavior, with 4F- and 7F-Trp
having similar and shorter T1 and T2 values than 5F- and 6F-Trp

when compared for a given sample, with individual residues
following the trend expected[12] on the basis of linewidth.

Based upon Mn2 +-induced PRE in AR55,[6b] the indole He1-

Ne1 of W51 is more protected from solvent than that of W24
in both DPC and SDS micelles (Figure S3). This is consistent
with the topology of full-length AR predicted on the basis of
the recent crystal structure.[13] W85 is crystallographically pre-
dicted to be fully membrane-embedded and W95 to be mem-
brane-proximal in extracellular loop 1 (ECL1; Figure 1). A great-

er degree of solvent exposure and a corresponding decrease
in conformational restriction versus a micelle-embedded posi-
tioning is consistent[14] with the sharper lines and longer T2

values observed for 19F nuclei in W24 versus W51 in all instan-
ces (Figure 3). The 19F T1 behavior also reflects this trend, with

slightly elevated values for W24 relative to W51. In TM1-3, W85
generally follows the same trend as W51 while W95 follows

that of W24. In short, regardless of F-Trp type, T1 and T2 are re-

flective of the topology of the residue in a micellar environ-
ment.

Independent of F-Trp type, the two Trp residues in AR55
generally exhibited less chemical shift dispersion in DPC than

in SDS micelles (Figure 2). This is contrary to the fact that the
DPC headgroup has a greater dipole moment than that of SDS

Figure 2. 1D 19F NMR spectra for given biosynthetically F-Trp-labeled AR
fragment isoform in DPC or SDS micelles (as indicated).
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(&15 D versus &4.7 D, respectively[11]). In contrast to this mi-
celle-dependent behavior, the Trp residues shared between

AR55 and AR TM1-3 in SDS had highly similar 19F NMR chemical

shifts and spin relaxation time constants for a given F-Trp type.
Given the increased protein size of TM1-3 versus AR55

(&17.7 kDa versus &7.3 kDa, respectively, at natural abun-
dance), this may imply similar overall protein-micelle complex

sizes, an inference testable in future by, e.g. , pulsed field gradi-
ent diffusion NMR[6b] or other hydrodynamics measurements.
The apparent lack of distinct environments for W24 and W51

in TM1-3 versus AR55 also indicates that the divide-and-con-
quer strategy[15] may be applicable more generally to stream-

line membrane protein 19F NMR chemical shift assignment.
The distinct chemical shift ranges and variation in residue-

specific chemical shifts observed as a function of F-Trp type,
amino acid location within both protein constructs, and micel-

lar environment imply that incorporation of multiple F-Trp
types in a given sample provide an improved ability to track
changes to the sample arising from, e.g. , intermolecular inter-

actions or conformational change. Such mixtures may be readi-
ly achieved by mixing of different isoforms or through provid-

ing multiple fluoroindole precursors during biosynthesis. The
value of applying F-Trp mixtures also follows from dramatically

different 19F chemical shift dispersion for 5F- versus 6F-Trp for

the two native Trp residues of transthyretin, exhibiting distinct
sensitivity to environment despite unperturbed folding,[10b] as

well as a greater 4F-Trp chemical shift dispersion versus 5F- or
6F-Trp in lysozyme.[10a] Multi-site perturbation should, there-

fore, be straightforwardly and efficiently tracked by 1D
19F NMR experiments following multiple F-Trp types instead of

relying upon a single F-Trp type which may or may not be an
effective probe in all conditions. Based on indole precursor
costs, incorporation efficiencies, and chemical shift values and
ranges observed, we tested this strategy with AR TM1-3 iso-

forms containing mixtures of 5F- and 7F-Trp.
The AR has two known cognate peptide ligands, apelin and

apela, each of which is found in multiple bioactive isoforms of
varying length.[16] The physiological effects of AR activation

differ as a function both of ligand identity and of isoform size
for a given ligand.[16] Similarly-sized but physicochemically[16]

and sequentially (Figure S4) distinct apelin-36 and apela-32 li-

gands (at natural abundance) were independently titrated into
TM1-3 (uniformly 15N-enriched, biosynthetically 5F- and 7F-Trp

labeled isoforms) samples in SDS micelles. From previous mu-
tagenesis studies, TM1-3 contains residues in the N-terminal

tail and ECL1 essential for apelin binding.[17] Apelin analogue-

AR interactions in the N-terminal tail and ECL1 were also re-
cently crystallographically observed.[13] To date, apela-AR inter-

actions remain uncharacterized.
As would be anticipated, the requisite incorporation of only

one F-Trp type at each Trp site in a given TM1-3 protein pro-
vides 1D 19F NMR spectra in the absence of ligand that are

simply F-Trp concentration-dependent linear combinations of

the individual 5F- and 7F-Trp spectra (Figure 4). Titration by
each ligand similarly resulted in minor perturbation to subsets

of TM1-3 1H–15N HSQC cross-peaks (Figure S4). In contrast, dis-
tinct 19F NMR behavior was observed in each titration (Fig-

Figure 3. 19F T1 and T2 spin relaxation constants at 11.7 T for given biosyn-
thetically F-Trp-labeled AR fragment isoform in indicated micelle.

Figure 4. Titration of 5F- and 7F-Trp-labeled AR TM1-3 isoform mixtures in
SDS micelles with apelin-36 or apela-32 (stoichiometry denoted) followed by
19F NMR.
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ures 4 and S5). Addition of apela-32 resulted in no change to
1D 19F NMR spectra, even at 4.2:1 molar excess, while apelin-36

addition to 2.5:1 molar excess modulated peak intensity in a
residue-dependent manner without, unexpectedly, significant
19F chemical shift perturbation for either 5F- or 7F-Trp. Of the
four Trp residues, W95 exhibited the most significant signal in-

tensity decrease for both 5F- and 7F-Trp 19F peaks with W51
being overlapped with W85 in the 5F-Trp region but clearly at-
tenuated in the 7F-Trp region of the 19F NMR spectrum (Fig-
ures 4 and S5).

The lack of 19F chemical shift perturbation implies that nei-

ther ligand changes the local electronic environment signifi-
cantly. This is not trivially interpretable since, at present, the

relative contributions from the various effects underlying 19F
chemical shifts remain controversial.[1] Given favorable SDS mi-

celle binding by both apela-32[18] and apelin-36,[19] one poten-

tial reason for HSQC spectral perturbation would be nonspecif-
ic binding of a given ligand to the micelle, indirectly modulat-

ing AR structure and/or dynamics. This may explain the behav-
ior seen with apela-32, but is hard to rationalize with respect

to the specific modulation of F-Trp behavior by apelin-36. In
the case of apelin, modulation of local dynamics within the

ECL1 segment containing W95 (Figure 1) seems the most likely

source of the observed decrease in W95 19F peak intensity
without local perturbation at the other proximal Trp positions.

It is, thus, possible that apela and apelin bind to the AR with
distinct mechanisms, corresponding to signaling differences.[16]

Further characterization of the interaction of each ligand with
full-length AR is required to definitively test for distinct binding

mechanisms.

In summary, mixtures of membrane protein isoforms that
contain differently-substituted F-Trp residues at each Trp posi-

tion were readily biosynthesized. Although the focus here has
been on 19F NMR spectroscopy, it should also be noted that

the modified photophysics of F-Trp versus Trp residues[10b, 20]

imply broader applicability of these approaches for fluores-

cence spectroscopy and resonance energy transfer characteri-

zation. Both 19F chemical shift and spin dynamics were consis-
tent between AR constructs as a function of position. Further-
more, each F-Trp type was relatively unaffected by micellar de-
tergent headgroup (e.g. , anionic SDS versus zwitterionic DPC).

7F-Trp was the most effectively introduced F-Trp type and ex-
hibited the most distinct chemical shift range, falling at least

9 ppm upfield of that of the next most upfield (5F-Trp) type.
Disparate titration behavior by two peptidic ligands for this
GPCR was also apparent through 19F NMR spectroscopy despite

similar, minor perturbation to 1H–15N HSQC spectra in each ti-
tration. Thus, incorporation and simultaneous tracking of the

behavior of multiple types of F-Trp provides a highly versatile
means to characterize complex or challenging to study protein

systems, even in the absence of full heteronuclear NMR-based

chemical shift assignment.
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